Media Release – 20 July 2018

State-of-the-art aesthetic health hospital opens in
East Brisbane
As of this week, Brisbane residents looking to enhance, reduce or restore their natural assets
will have a new destination, with the opening of Renaissant Aesthetic Health Day Hospital and
Clinic. The brainchild of renowned specialist plastic surgeon, Dr Scott Ingram, the former Form
& Function Clinic has had a makeover of its own.
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For over 15 years Dr Ingram and his team have been artfully fusing form and function;
delivering aesthetic health therapies and procedures to empower their clients to be the best
version of themselves. Renaissant brings to life Dr Ingram’s passion for enabling a client’s
personal renaissance, providing new confidence and enhanced self-esteem.
“We’re very excited to see the transformation of Form & Function Clinic into Renaissant
Aesthetic Health,” Dr Ingram said. “Our beautiful new facility offers the latest medical
treatments and surgical procedures, but in an elegant environment with a level of personal
service not previously available in Australia.”
Centrally located on Wellington Road, East Brisbane, Renaissant is a new state-of-the-art
licenced day hospital, purpose built to conduct therapeutic treatments and cosmetic and
reconstructive procedures, with more complex reconstructive surgeries continuing at the
Mater Private Hospital. It features two cutting-edge operating theatres, which form part of
an ultra-modern client journey from a contemporary pre-op lounge, through to a three-stage
recovery amenity.
Dr Ingram was one of the first Specialist Plastic Surgeons in Australia to implement the Vectra
3D Imaging System, and is one of only a few surgeons in Australia trained and accredited to
perform Cellulaze, a revolutionary treatment for cellulite which has achieved outstanding
results.
Renaissant offers a range of the latest, most technically advanced procedures and
technologies available in today’s market, with more than 12 non-surgical medical-grade
specialist therapeutic treatments and over 16 cosmetic solutions. Reconstructive expertise
focuses on three specific areas – hand and wrist repairs, breast reconstruction and skin
cancer removal.
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